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Abstract. Ȭ&ÒÁÔÅÒÎÉÔÙȭ ÁÎÄ ȬÓÏÌÉÄÁÒÉÔÙȭ have played, and continue to play, a major part in 
socialist thought.  They are commonly misunderstood as altruistic attitudes or 
dispositions that people hold towards others. They are better characterised as the effects 
of collective action, expressed in communality, co-operation and the provision of mutual 
aid.  They are performative concepts: solidarity is what solidarity does.     
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The idea of �îf�”�ƒ�–�‡�”�•�‹�–�›�ï���Š�ƒ�•���•�‡�˜�‡�”���…�‘�•�•�ƒ�•�†�‡�†���–�Š�‡��respect accorded to liberty and 
equality, the other principles of the French Revolution. The revolutionaries made very 
little of it: the constitution of year III ( that is, 1795) summed it up in these terms: 
 

Do not do to others what you would not want them to do to you; do constantly 
to others the good which you would wish to receive from them.1 
 

���Š�ƒ�–���‹�•���ƒ���ˆ�ƒ�‹�”�Ž�›���Ž�‹�•�’���˜�‡�”�•�‹�‘�•���‘�ˆ���–�Š�‡���î�‰�‘�Ž�†�‡�•���”�—�Ž�‡�ï�á���•�‘-called, and in those terms it is 
eminently forgettable. Ernest Barker thought the term was meaningless, more an 
expression of emotion than of any clear set of ideas.2 Fraternity has largely been 
�”�‡�’�Ž�ƒ�…�‡�†���‹�•���…�‘�•�–�‡�•�’�‘�”�ƒ�”�›���†�‹�•�…�‘�—�”�•�‡���™�‹�–�Š���î�•�‘�Ž�‹�†�ƒ�”�‹�–�›�ï, and that is liable to be dismissed 
in similar terms. Stjernø �•�—�‰�‰�‡�•�–�•���–�Š�ƒ�–���–�Š�‡���•�ƒ�‹�•���—�•�‡���‘�ˆ���î�•�‘�Ž�‹�†�ƒ�”�‹�–�›�ï���„�›���•�‘�…�‹�ƒ�Ž���†�‡�•�‘�…�”�ƒ�–�‹�…��
�’�ƒ�”�–�‹�‡�•���‹�•���–�‘���”�‡�ˆ�‡�”���–�‘���î�ƒ���‰�‡�•�‡�”�ƒ�Ž���‹�†�‡�•�–�‹�¤�…�ƒ�–�‹�‘�•���™�‹�–�Š���–�Š�‡���™�‡�ƒk in society, the whole of 
society, with poor nations of the Third World, nature and the  generations to come, 
etc�ä�ï3 If that is a fair characterisation �� I do not think it is �� solidarity comes over as 
little more than a rhetorical device (or, if you prefer, sanctimonious piffle). The 
reduction of solidarity and fraternity to attitudes or aspirations mistakes, I think, the 
true meaning of the principles, and radically underestimates their importance.  
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